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VIRGINIA ELECTRIC AND Powen COMPANY
Rzcznsown,VxnotazA 2020

December 5, 1979

Mr. Steven A. Varga, Assistant Director (Acting) Serial No. 1002
Light Water Reactors Branch No. 3 LQA/EAB:pwc
Division of Project Management
U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission Docket No. 50-339
Washington, D.C. 20555

Dear Mr. Varga:

Messrs. E.A. Baum and B. R. Sylvia have reported to us on the re-
sults of recent licensing review activity by the Staff for North Anna
Unit 2. It was encouraging to learn from them that a Task Force under
the direction of Mr. P. J. Williams, Jr. has been assigned to con-
centrate on the review of North Anna 2, and further that positive
direction has been given to move ahead with the review of our application.

They also were in attendance yesterday at an ACRS Subcommittee
meeting which you, along with Mr. Denton, Mr. Vassallo, Mr. Williams and
others of the Staff attended concerning a briefing on a proposed special
test program which the Tennessee Valley Authority has agreed to carry out
at a 3-5% reactor power level at its Sequoyah plant.

We have studied the summary of these special tests which are de-
signed to verify establishment of natural circulation in the primary
system, and to verify that it can be maintained under various operating
conditions while their effects are observed. We feel, like you, that
this test program has considerable merit and not only will provide good
information to the operators, but also, will enable the plant's staff to
verify procedures and design predictions. Further it will upgrade re-
actor operator training since these tests will emphasize key aspects of
operation which were observed in the minutes and hours which followed
the TMI-2 incident. Certainly the Tennessee Valley Authority people are
to be commended for this imaginative and creative test program for
operators.

We feel that these same tests will be helpful if conducted on North
Anna 2. We therefore have followed the very same pattern, (enclosure)
for North Anna and we commit to perform them on this unit. It is our
intent to develop the necessary test procedures for North Anna Unit 2
this month and we will submit them to the NRC for review, comment and
approval prior to implementation.

While North Anna 2 has already received a favorable letter from the
Advisory Committee on Reactor Safeguards, we are hopeful that the staff
would be in a position to also issue a 5% reactor power operating license
in the very near future, once they have verified that the plant is com-
pleted in accordance with the operating license application.

Very truly yours, foO/
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C. M. Statunes g

Vice President-Power Supply
cc: Mr. J. P. O'Reilly and pduction Operations bb b
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NORTH ANNA POWER STATION UNIT'2-

SUMMARY OF SPECIAL TESTS

Prior to core 3 ,ad3 c, the P ant nuclear instrue ntation and temporary nuclearl

instru=ent.ation will be checked out. Plant systems requiring boration will be
.

borated to the specified concentration.

Following core loading and prior to initial criticality, baseline testing will be

performed with the core completely assembled. Major items to be perfomed are

moveable detector system checkout, rod drive mechanism and rod cluster control

assembly operation tests, reactor internal vibration measurements, pressurizer

system optimization and reactor coolant loop flow coastdown measurements.

I
Af ter the reactor is brnught critical, low power physics testing will begin.

Plant baseline para =eter measurements will be !aken, reactivity measurements

conduc% te=perature coefficients determined, and boron endpoint measurements

made. 7aeHvity measurements include integral and differential bank worth

shutdown margins verification, and detemination of the affect oftests, =m

a rod ef W nn.

These tests are the normal tests performed to verify that integrated system

response =eets da. sign assumptions, verify the core design basis, and verify

that adequate shutdown margin exists throughout cycle 1.
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They are described in more detail in the North Anna Final Safety Analysis Report.

The following special tests conducted prior to exceeding 5 percent power are

intended to provide a significant demonstration of rec.ctor operation in the

natural circulation mode under both normal and certain degraded conditions.

These tests will also provide significant operator training and experience

under these conditions. The tests will be repeated such that each cperating

shift participates in each test.

To sinnizite decay heat, the reactor will be operated at less than 5 percent

power with the reaccor coolant pumps tripped. This mode of operation will

closely approximate nah circulation conditions (with subcooling) following

a reactor trip from full powu af ter several months of power operation.
,

Since JaMiad test procadnres and safety evaluations for these tests have not

been completed, some modifications in test scope or detail may be required.

Test anr,He and methods of power level cc .:rol vill be provided in the decalled

test proch and evaluation. Once test procedures have been written, they

wil.1 be mhnritted to the NRC for their review and approval. We intend to have

WesH pr== Electric Corporation review these special test procedures.
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I. Natural Circulation Verification -* *

,

.

Purpose

Verify establishment of natural circulation in the primary system

'

Initial Conditions

Reactor Coolant Pumps operating

Steam Generators being fed by normal feedvater supply

Pressurizer Heater controlling pressure
-

Reactor Power = E ''

Normal pri=ary system temperature and pressure

e

i
Test- Descriorion

.

* Icst will be initiated by tripping of all reactor coolant pumps. The

. '- -waierify establishment of natural circulation by observing

response of the hot leg and cold leg temperature instru=entation in

=ch loop. Core exit thereccouples will be monitored to assess
'

.

care flow distribution.
.

.
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II. Natural Circulation with Simulated Loss of Offsite Power

-

i .
Purpose

Verify that natura'. circulation cooling can be established and

maintained following loss of offsite power.

.

Initial Conditions

Reactor Power 1%.

Reactor Coolant Pumps operating.

Arr414ary Feed System operating on offsite' power.

Pressurizer Heaters controlling pressure.
.

Nor=al pr Sary system temperature and pressure.

.

Test Dese-brica

Test w~.11 be Me4ated by a simulated loss of offsite power.

w r*cr ecolant pumps will be tripped, auxiliary feed pump and

ga.-War hearer loads will be transferred to diesel power. The.

-hetoy will verify establishment of natural circulation by*

% response of hot Ing and cold leg tenperature instrumentation

in each loop. Core exit thermocouples will be monitored to asseso

the core flow distribution.
.
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III. Natural Circulation with Loss of Pressurizer Heaters. .

.

Purpose

Verify establishment of natural circulation and . determine the rate

of decrease of margin to saturation while in this mode and the

ability to reestablish margin through cooldown and makeup.
.

Initial Conditions

Reactor Power = 3:

Reactor Coolant Pumps operating

.
Secondary system steam flow adjusted to maintain constant primary

coolant temperature
.

'

Steam generators being f_edt.jy sormal" fee'dwaffr%upply-YT

Pressurizar h*= ram controlling pressure

Test Descriotion

Test will be initiated by tripping pressurizer heaters and reactor
;

coolant pumps. Establishment of natural circulaticn will be verified'

by observing response of hot leg and cold leg temperature instrumentation

in each loop. Core exit thermocouples will be monitored to assess

the core flou distribution. The operator will observe the saturation

- *ar to verily margin. Prior to reaching saturation, secondary

side steam flow will be increased ':o affect cooldown .and reestablishment
~

of saturation margin will be verified. In conjunction with cooldown,

the operator feeds the primary system to compensate for shrinkage.
.

.
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., - IV. Eff'. set of Steam Generator Isolation (Secondary Side) on Natural

Circulation

Purpose

Verify the effects of steam generator isolation (secondary side) on

natural circulation.

Initial Conditions

Reactor Power 3::

All steam generators fed by nor=al feedwater supply

. Raactor coolant pu=ps on

Secondary systen steam flow adjusted to maintain constant temperature

Test Description
,

Trip reactor coolant pu=m and verify establishment of natural

circulation. Cooldown using steam dusps to provide sufficient

A to steam ge=erator safeties. . Isolate steam generators one

at a ti=e until E are isolated or primary system te=perature

starts to h-raase. Hot and cold leg te=peratures will be monitored
.

to -re that sufficient heat is being re=oved by the natural

<* .T'tica process. The steam generators will be returned to

seririca one at a time and the reestablishment of natural circulation

siIl be v=d**ad in each loop. Core exit thermocouples will be

* *nrad to ascess core flow distribution.
.

. ,
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V. Natural Circulation at Reduced Pressure *~*
.

Purpose

Verify operation and test accuracy of primary system saturation

, meter.

Provide operations personnel with online experience 3 using

saturation =eter to =onitor and control cargin to saturation.

Provide operational verification so that changes in saturation

margin will not affect natural circulation provided adequate nargin

to saturation exists.

Initial Conditions

Reactor Power = I

Reactor coolant pu=ps operating

S m generators being fed by nor...a1 feedwater supply
i

Pressurirer heaters controlling pressure

r cool e system pressure nor=alua-r*

Secondary systen steam flow adjusted to maintain constant temperature

Test Descrinrion

Tas: is 4 i+4 W by tripping of reactor coolant pumps and verifying e

M 11s h of natural circulation. Primary system pressure will

be Mead as primary system temperature is held constant. Accuracy

of saturation matar will be verified during pressure reductions.
e

The affect of each pressure reduction on natural circulation will

be observed. ' Core exit thermocouples vill be monitored to assess

core flow distribution.

'
e
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VI. Determine the cooldown capability of the charging and letdown
system

Purpose -

Deternice the cooldown capability of the charging and letdown

system with the secondary -'.at isolated.

Initial Conditions

Reactor shutdown

Pressurizer heaters controlling pressure

. -

Reactor coolant pu=ps rn ning

All steam generators fed by norcal feedwater flow
'.

Test Description

. Trip ;tE!tial reactor coolant pu=ps. Cooldown using steam du=ps to

provide margin to steas generator safeties. Isolate all steam

genarators. Establish charging and letdown for =aximum cooling
,

capability. Verify the cooldown capability of the charging and

I
' -a systas L the hot and cold leg temperatures in the active

Ir,op. This will be accomplished by periodically interrupt.ing feed

a=ri Maad to pa+ heatup. Core exit thermocouples will be monitored

tir-= cara flow distribution.
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VII. Simulated Loss of All Onsite and Offsite AC Power .

Purpose
.

To ,.arify:

'

l. Hot standby conditions can be maintained,

2. Auxiliar/ feedwater can be controlled by canual means;
i.e. , with loss of AC power and control air,

3. Critical plant operations can be performed using
e=ergency lighting,

4. Ability of 125-volt battery to supply 125-volt vital
AC, and

.

5. Selected equipment areas do not exceed maximum design
temperature.

Initial Conditions
.

Reactor critical at %1 percent power.

Reactor Coolant Pu=ps operating.

Pressurizer heaters controlling primary system pressure.
,

r

Test Descrintien

Tect will be initiated by:

1. Tripping RCP's and .,'eressurizer heaters,

2. Tripping, arrefiiary building and control building lighting
boards,

3. u-ving AC power from auxiliary feedwater components and ,

==fn steam pcwer reliefs,

4. Tripping selected space and equipnent coolers,

5. Tripping vital battery chargers and AC power to inverter,

6. Isolating main feedwater and main steam lines,

7. Establishing manual control of auxiliary feedwater,

.
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8. Af ter two hours, terminating the test by restoring AC power' '

and returning equipment to normal servica,-

9. Shutdown reactor, and
:

.

10. Cooling down pri=ary systes and piscing ?JIR syste= in service.

.
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